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INTRODUCTION
The growth in the use of Geographic nformation
Systems (GS) has highlighted the need for regional and
national digital geologic maps attributed with age and
rock type information. Such spatial data can be conveniently used to generate derivative maps for purposes
that include mineral-resource assessment, metallogenic
studies, tectonic studies, human health and environmental
research.
n 1997, the United States Geological Survey’s
Mineral Resources Program initiated an effort to develop
national digital databases for use in mineral resource
and environmental assessments. One primary activity
of this effort was to compile a national digital geologic
map database, utilizing state geologic maps, to support
mineral resource studies in the range of 1:250,000- to

1:1,000,000-scale. Over the course of the past decade,
state databases were prepared using a common standard
for the database structure, fields, attributes, and data
dictionaries. As of late 2006, standardized geological map
databases for all conterminous (CONUS) states have been
available on-line as USGS Open-File Reports. For Alaska
and Hawaii, new state maps are being prepared, and the
preliminary work for Alaska is being released as a series
of 1:500,000-scale regional compilations. See below for a
list of all published databases.

COMPILATION OF SPATIAL DATA FOR
STATE GEOLOGIC MAPS
The first stage in developing state databases for the
conterminous United States (CONUS) was to acquire
digital versions of all existing state geologic maps. Al203
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though a significant number of digital state maps already
existed, a number of states lacked them. For these states,
new digital compilations were prepared by digitizing existing printed maps either in cooperation with the respective state geologic survey (e.g. OH, SD, TX) or by the
USGS (e.g. KY, VT). In a few cases, we created digital
state maps by merging existing larger scale digital files
(e.g. SC, OK). It is important to note that, for this first
round of compilation, we focused on compiling bedrock
data for each state, although many state geological maps,
especially in the West, combine both bedrock and surficial
units on a single map.
All CONUS state databases were fit to a state boundary Arc/Info coverage, which was derived from the
USGS 100k scale Digital Line Graphics (DLG) boundary
layer quadrangles and has a polygon for each state. The
purpose of fitting is so that adjoining state databases can
be merged to form regional digital maps without slivers
or overlaps at the state boundaries. Fitting was done by
examining arcs along the boundary and extending or clipping them to the state boundary, depending on whether
the arcs under or overshoot the boundary arc. No “rubber
sheeting” was used. No attempt was made to reconcile

differences in mapped geology between contiguous states.
In the spatial tables, several fields were added in which
a consistent set of terms was used for age and rock type,
so that multiple spatial databases could be queried at the
same time and allow generation of regional and national
derivative maps based on age and rock type.

SUPPLEMENTAL ATTRIBUTE TABLES
The second stage was to assign values to a standard
set of database fields in each state digital map database.
Typically, state geologic maps contain more data than
just arcs and polygons. Unit descriptions as well as age,
lithologic, and bibliographic information present on the
original source map were captured in a series of additional
tables, including stratigraphic units, age, lithology, and
references. For some older state map databases, more
recent information was also captured. Figure 1 provides
a schematic illustration of the structure of the spatial
database tables and the supplemental tables. Figure 2
provides a more detailed look at the data entry format for
the supplemental tables.

Figure 1. Data model for conterminous U.S. databases. Solid lines show links between
tables through the unit_link field. Dashed lines indicate that the values in these fields have
a one-to-one relationship to the ref_id field of the STref table. All values in the source,
map_ref, and unit_ref fields are generated from the ref_id field in the STref table, though
the definitions for each field are different. Fields marked with an asterisk are populated
from a data dictionary. Figure is more legible in the web version.
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Figure 2. Illustration of the five supplemental tables (STunits, STlith, STage, STref, and STreflink, where ST stands for the two-letter abbreviation for each state). FileMaker 5, 5.5, or 6.0 was
used to compile the supplemental tables, but it is not necessary to use this program in order to use
the tables. Figure is more legible and in color in the web version.

STANDARD FILE SET
Conus
The files supplied for each state consist of (1) one or
more spatial databases (Figure 1), and (2) a set of related
supplemental tables (Figure 2). Each state database has
the same database structure and attribution fields, which
use terminology from standardized data dictionaries. At
a minimum, the standard file set consists of a geology
(polygon and arc, i.e. network coverage) spatial database,
metadata, and supplemental attribute tables; however,
additional spatial databases for other line or point features
present on the source map may also be included (e.g.,
faults (when presented on the published maps), dikes, fold
axes, volcanic vents, etc.). Detailed documentation of the
standards, procedures, data dictionaries, and formats used
accompanies each report.
The spatial databases are provided in ESRI export
(.e00) and shapefile (.shp) formats. All spatial databases are provided both in geographic coordinates and
a Lambert Conformal Conic projection for CONUS and
geographic coordinates and UTM projection in Alaska,
using a datum of NAD 27. The spatial database metadata
are provided in three formats: ASCII text (.txt), Micro-

soft Word (.doc), and HTML (.htm). The supplemental
data consist of related attribute tables (Figure 2): units
(UNTS), age (AGE), lithology (LTH), and bibliographic references (REF). An additional table (REFLNK) links spatial data and attributes to bibliographic
references. The tables provide standardized attribution
for the geologic map units for each map. These tables
are available in comma-separated value (.csv), dBASE
(.dbf), and FileMaker Pro (.fp5) formats, and for Alaska
datasets as a runtime Filemaker Pro application. [Note,
the .dbf format truncates all text fields at 256 characters,
which impacts unit descriptions and, potentially, reference citations.]

Alaska and Hawaii
For Alaska and Hawaii, new state map compilations are being prepared. The data structure for Alaska
is very similar, but not identical, to the data structure
for the lower 48 states. The preliminary data for portions of Alaska are being released in a series of nominal
1:500,000-scale regional compilations. To date, ten new
geologic compilations that cover more than two-thirds of
the state of Alaska have been published (Figure 3). Additional compilations are currently being prepared for the
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Figure 3. Map showing status of geologic map publication for quadrangles in Alaska and Hawaii.
Figure is more legible and in color in the web version.

remaining portions of Alaska and for the state of Hawaii.
Detailed documentation of the standards, procedures, data
dictionaries, and formats used accompanies each report.

DERIVATIVE PRODUCTS OF THE STATE
GEOLOGIC MAP COMPILATION
When the spatial databases are merged, these standardized tables allow development of derivative maps
based on stratigraphy, lithology, and age. Figure 4 shows
a map of the dominant rock type for each polygon, which
was generated by plotting the controlled vocabulary

values that appear in the rocktype1 field. In Figure 5, the
distribution of two rock types was generated by querying
the rocktype1 field in the state databases for shale and
granite. A generalized geologic age map (Figure 6) was
produced by generalizing the values in the free-form field
unit_age in the spatial databases.
Another example of a use of these digital geologic
state map data is the preliminary mineral resource assessment of North America, which is now underway by the
USGS. The state geologic map datasets were used as base
layers along with mineral occurrence data to outline tracts
of favorable conditions for specific mineral deposit types.
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Figure 4. Distribution of dominant rock type for each polygon. Map was generated by querying
the single-valued field rocktype1, which uses a controlled vocabulary. Figure is more legible and
in color in the web version.

Figure 5. Map of the distribution of two rock types––shale and granite––was generated by querying the rocktype1 field in the attribute table of the state databases for just those two rock types.
Figure is more legible and in color in the web version.
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Figure 6. Generalized geologic age map produced by generalizing the values in the free-form
unit_age field. Figure is more legible and in color in the web version.
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